MY C.V.
I don't know if I can call this a Curriculum, I just was raised as the first born in the fourth genera tion of herbal healers. My great-grandfather started the tradition and passed all knowledge to his
son. My grandfather taught my father and both learned me what sickness in fact is, always was and
how to heal.
Around my fifth birthday my father made 'long' walks with me in nature. During our walking together he showed me every plant and tree, named it and made clear what parts of plants and trees
would heal diseases. In our garden we planted vegetables and medical herbs. I saw them grow. On
the farm from my grandfather I learned how to feed the animals and what droppings to use from different animals for various vegetables and herbs to have these grown in the best way, containing all
vitamins and other ingredients needed to have healthy food or medicine.
Both, my grandfather and my father, raised me as part of nature. We are part of nature but most
among us are forgotten we indeed are part of nature. This is why chemicals cannot heal diseases.
They never did and never will. Only nature can be healed by nature.
When I was nine years old, I prepared my own mixtures, was capable to make creams and salves,
tea and tinctures. After highschool I went to medical college and dropped out after one year, completely disappointed. At that moment I had already healed people for more than 5 years. The complete medical education for doctors has nothing to do with healing, believe me! I really have no idea
why they are filling 8 to 10 years college education for medical doctors. Once graduated they don't
even realise the essence of their profession. They only learned how to torture, poison and cut
people. After graduation they are indeed nothing more than appointees of pharmaceutical industries
as they are all forced to use these deadly, chemical protocols. Medical doctors write prescriptions
and this has nothing to do with healing because it is part of treating and, in the long run, killing
people. They just make clients for pharmaceutical companies. They use the word 'healing' without
knowing what it means.

What is healing?
All people are body, spirit and soul. Your soul is never sick but your spirit can make your body sick
by not being or feeling free for instance. BUT, what are we? We are all prisoners. We are slaves
from our greed. We need money! Money? Why? To buy materialistic stuff? A big house, car and
what ever junk they make? It is no wonder you are sick. You even work and you don't like to do
whatever you do. You did not go for what you intended to be. You failed! Your spirit knows and
your body is translating all failure in fear for whatever loss and finally in your 'disease'.
I know that a lot of 'educated' people will laugh when they read this. But if they are still able to
think a little bit for themselves, they know I am right. Only your mind is making you sick. In
Chinese terms: yin and yang are not compatible. Energy fields in your body are not in balance and
need to be corrected. A simple 'touch for health' intervention can restore all health, but also Reiki,
herbs, homoeopathy, acupuncture and biological organic diets can restore health. All mentioned

methods work holistic, restoring both physical and spiritual energy.
Yes, indeed. ALSO FOOD! Honest food of course. Chemicals, canned food, junk food and microwave food? Well wave your health good bye. You have to make a choice. Sickness or health!
I only want to restore health, and people intoxicated by 'medical' ads and other kinds of 'scientific'
chit chat are not really the crowd I am looking for to heal. I don't want endless discussions! I know
what I do, I know what I want. HEALTHY people are happy people! I want to make everyone
happy again.

